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Listing Of  

Late Entries & Substitutes 
The Reading Carriage Sale – Wednesday 5th September 2018 

As of 3rd September 
 
N.B.  A ‘V’ before the lot number denotes the item is carrying VAT 
 

VEHICLES 
 
33 ROOF SEAT BRAKE built by Mendyka to suit a full size pair or team; painted dark  blue with red lines and 
 louvres, on a perch undercarriage with leaf springs and  English pattern wheels. There are three rows of 
 forward-facing upholstered seats for passengers accessed by metal foot plates, and a rear boot 
 containing cellarettes with brass handles. Fitted with a hand brake, lamp brackets, whip holder and 
 swingletree. Comes with a pole but no team bars, a pair of lamps, an umbrella basket and horn case 
 shown in the photo. The key for the cellarettes will be in the Auction Office 
 
34 MILK FLOAT to suit up to 15 hh; an unrestored vehicle in natural varnished wood , fitted with curved mud 
 guards and unusual fittings to secure the rear doors.  On 14-spoke English pattern wheels and cranked 
 axle. This vehicle has an unusual modification which enables a change of axle from  wooden wheels to a 
 second axle for  wooden pneumatic wheels.  Comes with a second axle 
 
35 RALLI CAR built by G. Hopkins of New Street, Ledbury, circa 1900 to suit up to 15 hh; finished in yellow 
 and green with green lining.  Has an adjustable seat with an unusual rein clamp on the front dash.  On 16-
 spoke Warner wheels with Dennett springs with stamped brass hubs.  Currently unrestored, but was a 
 successful show vehicle during the 1960/1970’s 
 
36 SCOTTISH GIG built by Taggart 
 
37 FOUR-WHEEL MARATHON VEHICLE built in Germany circa 2000, to suit 14 to 16 hh pair, tandem or team; 
 a smart vehicle painted dark blue with cream lining, and black upholstery.   Fitted with all round disc 
 brakes, delayed steering, reflectors and foot brake.  Comes with shafts and pole 
 
38 COMPETITION VEHICLE  built by Bennington of Newark, circa 2007 to suit 14 to 16 hh single or tandem.  A 
 smart vehicle painted black with black upholstery.  On 12-spoke wheels with elliptic springs, varnished 
 mud guards and dash, whip holder, back step and small wicker basket.  A manual is included with the 
 vehicle 
 
39 FLAT BED TROLLEY in an unrestored condition, originally built in Dewsbury. Sign written Wormalds & 
 Walker, Ltd., Dewsbury  
 
40 MARKET TRADER’S TROLLEY painted dark blue with decorations and scrolling in red, light blue and gold.  
 The side boards are sign written Smith & Sons, Market Trader, with a drop-down tailboard and a bench 
 seat upholstered in black synthetic.  The undercarriage is painted red with similar decorations as the 
 body, on pneumatic tyres and semi-elliptic springs.  Fitted with a foot brake and comes with shafts 
 
41 OPEN LOT WAGON circa 1998 to suit 14.2 hh plus; with a bow top canvas roof, canvas front flaps and rear 
 canvas cover.  Painted maroon with cream, green and red decoration, and scalloped edging.  The 
 undercarriage is yellow with red decoration on iron treads.  The rear is fitted with a pan box and  cratch, 
 screw brake and the interior is fitted out with a Queenie stove.  The previous vendor commissioned 
 Yorkie of Newcastle to paint the top half of the wagon around 20 years ago.  Comes with shafts and steps 
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SETS OF HARNESS 
128 Set of very good quality breastcollar 

harness for a 15 hh, in brown leather with 
22ins full collar to suit a country-style 
turnout 

129 Set of George Bowman competition PAIR 
harness to suit full size/cob or mix to fit 
14.2 hh Fell ponies 

V130 Set of Tedman harness to fit PAIR cobs  
 
 
VEHICLE PARTS 
V254 Set of team bars 
V255 Pairs pole by Hartland 
V256 Nice set of patent mud guards 
V257 Pair of carriage steps 
V258 Complete set of disc brakes for a large 

carriage 
 
SADDLERY & TACK 
496 Sundry tack (10 lots, 496-505)  
506 Two brown leather saddles 
507 Brown leather saddle 
508 Quantity of tack ie saddle cloths, combs, 

etc 
 
SUNDRIES 
590 Whip by Collier (view in security pen) 
591 Whip by G. Holland (view in security 

pen) 
1065 Pair of brown leather plaited reins, 23ft 

long in very good condition 
1073 22ins black split collar 
1074 Cob size black clincher bridle with 

Liverpool bit 
1075 Black cob size working pad and crupper 

(pad in need of repair) 
1076 Set of hames with a 22ins collar, 

complete with traces 
V1077 Pair of good quality full size English pair 

pads 
V1078 Pair of 23ins English collars and hames 
V1079 Pair of good quality full size bridles; 

new 
V1080 Set of full size team leader reins by 

Huskisson’s 
V1081 Set of full size English team leader reins 
V1082 Pair cob driving reins 
V1083 Pair of cob pairs English breastplates 
V1084 Set of Zilco full size pair reins 

V1085 Pair of full size trace carriers 
V1086 Pair of 23ins collars 
V1087 Pair of heavy duty pole straps 
V1088 Pair of 22½ins collars 
V1089 Two harness brackets 
V1090 Pair of full size collar liners 
V1091 22ins collar 
V1092 Pair of good quality English full size 

traces (2 lots, V1092-V1093) 
V1094 Pair of full size traces (2 lots, V1094-

V1095) 
V1096 Pair of full size plaited reins 
V1097 Pair of full size traces 
V1098 Pair of chain end traces 
V1099 4 quick release roller bolt adapters 
V1100 3 English hunting double bridles 
V1101 Pair of full size bridles 
V1102 Pair of full size trace carriers 
V1103 Full size Zilco bridle 
V1104 Set of pair reins 


